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Project outline  

Background: The neurovasculature is the key physical interface between the brain parenchyma and 

the rest of the body.  Long understood to be pivotal for maintaining brain homeostasis and health 

via it’s barrier and transport functions it is increasingly being recognised that the vasculature is an 

integral participant in many other brain processes.  We have developed an snRNA-seq method to 

extract and sequence vascular nuclei (endothelial cells, pericytes) from human post-mortem brain 

with high efficiency whilst simultaneously capturing parenchyma. This is a significant advance over 

other published methods where either vascular nuclei are tiny fraction (<1%) or parenchymal nuclei 

are depleted / not captured. This has allowed us to examine cell-cell signalling networks between 

vascular and parenchymal cells; and we are investigating how such networks are disrupted in 

Alzheimer’s Disease.  Preliminary findings highlight that signalling specifically from the vascular 

compartment is overwhelmingly the most significant in contributing to the disease-evoked and 

disease-mediating hyper-signalling milieu in this complex disorder.  We will shortly also have a 

snRNAseq dataset from Type II Diabetes post-mortem brain as part of a NN pilot grant. 

Hypothesis: Diabetes (Type 1 and 2) is strongly associated with a range of brain disorders including 

stroke, small vessel disease, cognitive dysfunction, epilepsy and dementia. However the mechanisms 

by which diabetes increases the risk for these disorders is unknown. The interface between the 

diabetic state and the brain is the neurovasculature.  In diabetes since there is no clear primary 

insult to the brain itself, we propose that the powerful signalling capacity of the neurovasculature 

likely comprises a critical mediator of the diabetic state into neurological consequences.  Targeting 

cell-cell signalling pathways has significant advantages for translation as the soluble signal carriers 

can serve as serum biomarkers and the signalling mechanism (ligand or receptor) can directly be 

interrupted/modulated for therapeutic benefit.   

Aims: Traditionally studies into diabetes examine the impact of the cardinal feature of the disease, 

namely hyperglycaemia, and one feature of the neurovasculature – the blood brain barrier (BBB).  

We suggest that isolating studies on just one element of a complex fluctuating biological state upon 

one function of the vasculature likely fails to adequately model the impact of diabetes on the 

neurovasculature and brain health. In this project we will:   
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1. Identify neurovascular to brain parenchymal signalling pathways perturbed in diabetes using 

existing in silico resources 

2. Validate key candidate diabetes relevant systemic signalling perturbations on brain capillary 

endothelial cells using human iPSC models  

3. Investigate the consequences of systemic circulation-brain endothelial signalling changes to 

brain parenchymal cells  

 

Research Methodology 

1. We will make use of our recent AD post-mortem brain snRNA-seq data from the IM2PACT 

consortium and published diabetes brain RNASeq datasets (PMID: 31449493). This will identify 

critical ligand and receptor changes in each cell type of the neurovasculature and brain parenchyma. 

We will couple this with an analysis of published longitudinal metabolome and proteome datasets of 

diabetics (e.g. PMID: 33737653, 32385057). This will reveal candidate systemic signals that may 

underlie the impacts of diabetes on brain health as well highlight overlapping mechanisms with AD.  

2. The Cader lab has established protocols to generate the range of relevant cell types to study brain 

cell-cell signalling including brain capillary endothelial cells, mural cells (pericytes/smooth muscle), 

microglia, astrocytes and cortical neurons. We have also established transwell insert models, 

whereby we can co-culture different combination of cell types, with or without direct contact. 

Importantly the inclusion of all cell types is requisite for a functional BBB. We will use an adapted 

form of this system to examine the impact of systemic factors on (i) endothelial barrier function 

using TEER, dextran-FITC and Rhodamine permeability; (ii) endothelial signalling using 

transcriptomics and phosphoproteomics of endothelial cells alongside analysis of secreted factors 

into the cell culture media.   

3. We will next use bi-and tri-culture systems so we can assess how induced endothelial signalling 

might communicate to other cell types and affect their function. We will focus on co-cultured iPSC-

pericytes, astrocytes and microglia since they reside proximal to the endothelial cells and are good 

candidates to mediate neuro-inflammation and BBB breakdown.  Specific features to be examined 

will include pericytic calcium dynamics, and the M1/M2 pro-inflammatory transitions induced in 

microglia. 

 

Contributions of Oxford and NNRCO supervisors:   
 

Oxford will support the fellow throughout the project and guarantee bench space and access to 

laboratory resources. This will begin with the omics analysis, which will first require identification 

and federation of relevant omics data. The Cader lab will support establishing the human iPSC 

models to investigate the effect of diabetes on brain vascular cell types and signalling to brain 

parenchymal cells. Where required the fellow will be trained by the Cader group in differentiation 

protocols and co-culture methods as well performing the relevant assays. The Cader group will also 

provide the support for interpretation of results. 

  

NNRCO will provide support and training for the in silico analysis, using their extensive experience 

with single cell datasets and their expertise in molecular phenotypes associated with diabetes.  

When data from the ongoing pump-priming project become available, Dr. Kitchen and NNRCO 

researchers will support the fellow in integrating these with in-silico analyses detailed in Aim 1; this 



will include a period during which the fellow will work on-site at NNRCO.  For the subsequent Aims, 

NNRCO will support the development of relevant assays and the interpretation of arising results. 
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